PTM Feedback of Classes VI- VIII
The first PTM of the session 2018-19 for classes VI- VIII was held on 22nd ,23rd and
24th May 2018 respectively . A good number of parents turned up for the PTM. The
parents interacted with the class teachers and got a comprehensive feedback of their
ward’s performance. Parents of new admission students also met the Headmistress to
discuss their wards progress and if the children had settled in the school. They
appreciated the support and care extended by the school. Some of them also thanked the
school for the support classes being conducted in 3rd Language and felt that their wards
have shown visible improvement.
The parents appreciated the authorities and teachers for their constant help and support.
Some parents who wanted to meet the subject teachers were assured that an appointment
with the respective subject teachers could be sought if they so desired. However, a few
had concerns which are mentioned below:

*Few Parents have requested the school to remain closed on Saturdays.
The school has to complete a stipulated number of working days as per CBSE
guidelines. Various interesting activities are planned on Saturdays to keep the children
fruitfully occupied so that they learn more than just academics. These activities help
them build team-spirit and also enhance their self-confidence.

* Black board and Smart class viewing a problem in most of the sections due to the
glare of the sun.
A few classes have sun rays directly falling in the classrooms which results in this glare.
This has been brought to the notice of the admin authorities and the school is planning
to put a thin film on the windows .
* The parents were concerned about the cleanliness of the class rooms, scribbling on the
tables, and washrooms. Also, bins should be placed in girls’ washrooms.
School is a second home to students and they ought to look after their classroom just as
they would take care of their own rooms / homes! They should NOT deface the walls,
tables and chairs with pens, markers and whiteners . The admin department has been
informed about this and in the summer break suitable measures would be taken to clean
everything . More bins will be placed in all the washrooms.
* Air conditioners in a few rooms are ineffective .
The temperature has been soaring high in the recent past ! Nonetheless the authorities
have been intimated about the same and suitable measures would be taken by the
technical team to look into this in the holidays.

* Some parents were concerned about the lost property as they never get it back.
Parents were informed that we have lost and found boxes in the staffrooms wherein the
children can look for their lost articles. Besides this, we have informed parents to label
the articles carried by their wards. (Children should be careful about their possessions.)
The school always appreciates your endeavour to attend the school PTMs, as you
demonstrate your love and support for your child and also send a message of support to
the school. We firmly believe that we both are partners in the overall growth of the
child.
Thank you for sharing your concerns with candour and sensitivity. Your role and
support are vital in strengthening ties with the school.
With best wishes
Dipinder Kaur
HM, Middle School

